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To clean and 
decarbonise the air 

About us 

WHO WE ARE
CATAGEN is a net zero technologies company providing 
independent emissions testing to global OEMs and industry leading data to 
transport policy makers.

CATAGEN Technologies: 
CORE
Aftertreatment Ageing
Characterisation Performance Testing
Unique Aftertreatment Testing Offerings

IN DEVELOPMENT
Green Hydrogen Generator
Bio Hydrogen Generator
E-Fuel Generator
Carbon Capture from Air
Hydrogen Compression 
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CATAGEN Facility UK
Core Business – Catalyst Testing Services

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Meeting objective: Give Interkat an overview of CATAGEN and understand Interkat’s ageing process. What does InterKat want to achieve from this meeting?  
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Aftertreatment Testing 

CERTIFICATION
Accredited by:

We have supported OEMs with type approval 
for the US (EPA & CARB), Indian and Chinese 
regulators.

• TUV Hessen – In Process

• UTAC – In Process

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 
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Aftertreatment Testing 

SERVICES

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 

Auto

Catalyst Ageing Characterisation 
Performance 

• Standard Bench Cycle (SBC)

• Lean Spike / Fuel Cut Cycle

• ZDAKW Cycle

• GMBC

• Diesel Ageing

• High Temp. OBD Limit Ageing

• Custom Ageing Cycles

• Oxygen Storage Capacity

• NH3 Storage Capacity

• Light Off Test

• NH3 Ratio Test

• Lambda / Air Fuel Ratio Sweep 

• Drive Cycle Tests

• ‘Golden Catalyst Replication’ (Cloning) 

• Virtual Modelling Services 

• PGM Optimisation 

• Catalyst Poisoning

• Bespoke Test Design 

• Collaborative R&D Projects 

Knowledge-Based Advanced 
Offering

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our core services:Catalyst AgeingWe offer a range of testing cycles across a range of applications, from TWC to SCR and durability cycles for reformers catalysts. CharacterisationWe can perform a host of characterisation tests, including drive cycles. The flexibility and control of our technology allows us to fully customise the gas compositions, flow rates and temperatures to tailor the service to our partners requirements. We can apply our core service to create unique knowledge based offerings such as catalyst cloning, modelling and PGM optimisation to name a few. Cloning as an example, we have taken one of our partners aged components and replicated this onto a fresh component using a different ageing cycle to understand the impact this could have on representativeness of the catalyst but also if we can reduce the time to reach the durability limit.**PAUSE**
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our core services:Catalyst AgeingWe offer a range of testing cycles across a range of applications, from TWC to SCR and durability cycles for reformers catalysts. CharacterisationWe can perform a host of characterisation tests, including drive cycles. The flexibility and control of our technology allows us to fully customise the gas compositions, flow rates and temperatures to tailor the service to our partners requirements. We can apply our core service to create unique knowledge based offerings such as catalyst cloning, modelling and PGM optimisation to name a few. Cloning as an example, we have taken one of our partners aged components and replicated this onto a fresh component using a different ageing cycle to understand the impact this could have on representativeness of the catalyst but also if we can reduce the time to reach the durability limit.**PAUSE**
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CATAGEN Test Reactor

OMEGA

Capability Ageing Characterisation

Inlet Catalyst 
Temp. (°C) 200 - 1000 50 - 800

Flow Rates 10 -120g/s (+) 5 – 60g/s

Gas 
Compositions

Synthetic
Fully Customizable

Incl. Ammonia, & Poisons

Synthetic
Fully Customizable

Sample Size Single Brick to Full System 
(TWC, GPF, SCR, DOC)

Single Brick to Full System 
(Catalyst, GPF,SCR, DOC)

OMEGA Reactor offers accurate control of key aftertreatment testing 
parameters -
Temperature, flow rate and synthetic exhaust gas composition including various 
aftertreatment poisons
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How it works: The source of thermal energy comes from our modular infra-red furnaces where we can achieve inlet temperatures of up to 1000°C. We can maintain temperatures with a tight tolerance reflective of the tolerances in our thermocouples. We move then to the injection assembly, where we inject a gas mix from gas bottles stored at the facility. Here we have designed our own bespoke dispersion plates to create a homogeneous gas mix at the inlet of the catalyst. The gas composition can be fully customizable depending on requirements, for example simple engine out conditions of Air, CO, HC (propane) and NOx.The flow then moves into the sample area where we can test on a range of full scale aftertreatment systems.As the gas flows through the catalyst, it meets a set of mop up catalysts in the clean up area. Their function is to clean up and make sure the gas mix will be as it should be for the next time it makes its way back to the sample area. After the gas clean up, the gas then moves through a heat exchanger for energy efficiency, and then to flow control and into a buffer tank. The buffer tank contains a large contingent of the base gas,, which acts to remove any further gas species or temperature spikes and maintain a steady mass flow around the system. The OMEGA is capable of flow rates up to 120g/s, however there is scope to increase this depending on the application and machine modifications.  **PAUSE**
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Light-Duty Passenger Vehicle

Installation – Fuel Formulations

To clean and 
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Dual TWC System 1.5 L Gasoline TWC 
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Heavy Duty On-Road

Installation

To clean and 
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SCR System SCR System 
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Heavy-Duty & Off-Road

Installation

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 

Heavy-Duty Forklift TWC 
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BENEFITS
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Aftertreatment Testing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why do our partners work with us?100% on time deliver - Every aftertreatment system we have aged has been delivered on time to our partners to meet their project deadlines. We achieve this a couple of ways:Our technology operates 24/7 during testing with high levels of automation. The automation monitors the catalyst throughout the ageing, this coupled with system alarms, greatly reduces the manual input required to run a test and ensures we age the catalyst right the first time.Like InterKat is one of the hallmarks of our technology and servicing, we can interchange different aftertreatments samples quickly and efficiently. We can finish ageing a motorcycle catalyst in the morning and have a light-duty passenger vehicle full system ageing in the evening. Up to 30% cost savings – Over an ageing project we can save our partners up to 30% compared to other methods:Again, with our automation we age the catalyst right the first time. We don’t experience misfire events or other over ageing activities which results in a new catalyst needing aged and the associated costs and lost time. We do not use liquid fuel in the process, we use synthetic gas to replicate a variety of engine out conditions to test the catalyst. Our technology has recirculation rates of up to 95%.We also have the capability of ageing multiple systems at a time depending on flow and temperature conditions. 2% test to test variability – We can achieve high levels of repeatability catalyst to catalyst which is important for catalyst development. We achieve this through:Automation, ageing is monitored continuously if the temperature drifts by 1 or 2°C, our software calculates in real-time the adjustment on ageing time to ensure the catalyst is aged to the same point. We don’t use engine and thus any of the associated engine degradation issues or oil slip do not impact the aging. 98% CO2 Savings vs traditional engine ageing approach:Due to the synthetic gas use, we don’t combust fuel in our process.Our technology is energy efficient and our energy supply is 100% renewableWe offset any carbon produced through a 3rd party tree plating company. 
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Accelerated
Aftertreatment Ageing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I know want to go through in a bit more detail regarding accelerated aftertreatment ageing.
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Bench ageing carried out as per the EPA SBC specification.
Four sections:
• 40 second with stoichiometric bulk flow (Stoic, λ = 1.00).
• 5 second with rich bulk flow (Rich Spike, λ = 0.95).
• 10 second rich with secondary air injection (Lean Spike 1, λ = 1.1).
• 5 second stoichiometric with secondary air injection (Lean Spike 1, λ = 1.15).

8 hour sample of data highlighting repeatability and reproducibility

Legislative Ageing 

STANDARD BENCH TEST (SBC)

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 
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CATAGEN - CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION PROPERTY OF CATAGEN

Aftertreatment
Characterisation

To clean and 
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• Pure measurement of Oxygen Storage

• 6 x precision measurements <5% variance.

• Oxidation and reduction measured.

• Typical operating conditions of 500°C and 12g/s.

• Repeatability within ±3%

Industry leading characterisation 

OXYGEN STORAGE CAPACITY

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 
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• Conversion of main harmful constituents measured

– CO, HC and NOx.

• Ability to measure individual gas species or full mix on full scale
aftertreatment systems.

• Repeatability within ± 1.5°C

Industry leading characterisation 

LIGHT-OFF

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 
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• Repeatable, reproducible drive cycle emulation.

• AI recreates catalyst inlet conditions from engine out measurements.

• Providing accurate, repeatable drive cycles for optimum aftertreatment development.

Industry leading characterisation 

DRIVE CYCLE

To clean and 
decarbonise the air 
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NET ZERO TECHNOLOGIES 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I know want to go through in a bit more detail regarding accelerated aftertreatment ageing.
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CATAGEN has a vantage point for 
NET ZERO Markets and Technologies

Key Core Competencies: 

• Emissions Data and Simulation 
• Energy Efficient Chemical Reactor Technology
• IP & Knowledge

www.catagen.com

http://www.catagen.com/


GREEN HYDROGEN

E.g. Difficult to transport, typical fuel tanker can only 
carry 1 ton of Hydrogen (30 tons of diesel)

www.catagen.com
CATAGEN STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL- DO NOT COPY OR DISTRIBUTE

H2

Hydrogen is viewed as ‘A Fuel of the Future’

● Zero carbon emissions so viewed as clean and green

● Hydrogen combustion is being developed for heavy duty and off road

● Longer capacity without refuelling

● Not as heavy as EV batteries

But there are important issues to resolve

● Currently expensive to produce at scale, to transport and to store

http://www.catagen.com/


CATAGEN Green Hydrogen
Energy Vector 





Green Hydrogen 
Reactor Results



E-FUELS HYDROGEN CARRIER

E-Fuel

CATAGEN STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL- DO NOT COPY OR DISTRIBUTE
www.catagen.com

For Heavy Duty Diesel, Aviation and Marine

Part of the Ten Point Plan for a Green Industrial Revolution:

Point 6: Jet zero and green ships

Point 10: Green finance and innovation

http://www.catagen.com/


CATAGEN E-Fuel
Energy Vector 



E-fuel Reactor – Lighter Hydrocarbons



Thank you

https://twitter.com/Catagen
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVkf1m3XgTpye02xLCWK6KA
https://uk.linkedin.com/company/catagen
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